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1. INTRODUCTION 
A link map is a map from a union of spheres into another sphere with pairwise disjoint 
images. Two link maps are link homotopic if they can be deformed into one another by 
a homotopy through link maps. The study of links or link maps up to link homotopy was 
first carried out by Milnor [18] for classical links and has recently seen tremendous 
progress in higher dimensions; for example, in a large metastable range, there is now an 
exact sequence due to Koschorke [12, 131 which reduces the classification problem of link 
maps to standard homotopy-theoretic questions. 
In this paper we shall consider the special case of two-component link maps of 2-spheres 
into the 4-sphere. This is the first interesting case where links and link maps have essential 
differences and the techniques uccessfully used in higher dimensions do not work due to 
the failure of Whitney’s trick in dimension 4. Also, such an investigation is of relevance in 
the study of classical inks via a suspension construction by Jin [7]. 
Link maps of this special form were considered first by Fenn and Rolfsen [4], who 
produced the first non-trivial link map of two 2-spheres into the 4-sphere and a new link 
homotopy invariant fl to detect it. Their idea has been generalized by Kirk [S] to define his 
full o-invariant with an infinitely generated image. Kirk’s invariant is the strongest invariant 
to date and its generalization to higher dimensions is often the only obstruction to 
homotoping one component into a smooth embedding in the complement of the other 
component [9,12]. However, this is not the case in dimension 4 as already observed by 
Kirk [9]; link maps into the 4-sphere hence give rise to many simple examples of the failure 
of Whitney’s trick in dimension 4. Since the whole recent development in this area was very 
much inspired by the 4-dimensional case, the question of whether Kirk’s full a-invariant is 
injective on the group of link maps into the 4-sphere remains of paramount importance in 
higher-dimensional link homotopy theory [ 141. 
In this paper we shall describe a new link homotopy invariant 
for link maps with vanishing full a-invariant. This follows from an analysis of the failure of 
Whitney’s trick in our setting by applying the standard techniques for studying immersed 
surfaces in 4-manifolds, and is used to give certain counterexamples to the injectiveness of 
Kirk’s full o-invariant. 
THEOREM. There exist at leastfour different link homotopy classes of two-component link 
maps of 2-spheres into the 4-sphere each of which has a vanishing a-invariant. 
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Our result answers negatively the above question originally proposed by Kirk [S], and 
gives rise to further examples of the failure of Whitney’s trick in dimension 4. It would be 
interesting to notice that Kirk’s o-invariant and our o-invariant may be viewed, in a certain 
sense, as being derived, respectively, from the normal Euler class and the Arf invariant of an 
immersed 2-sphere in the 4-sphere, by taking account of certain linking behaviour with 
another immersed 2-sphere. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of a modulo two 
weighted intersection umber which is defined for immersed Whitney disks and measures to 
some extent the failure of Whitney’s trick in our setting. Section 3 presents the definition of 
our o-invariant and some of its alternative descriptions. We prove in Section 4 that the 
w-invariant is a well-defined link homotopy invariant, and then construct in Section 5 
explicit examples using the Jin suspension, showing that the w-invariant may take any value 
in Zz 0 Z2. We conclude in Section 6 with some interesting questions and remarks which 
are closely related to the results in this paper. 
Throughout this paper we will work in the smooth category. 
2. THE WEIGHTED INTERSECTION NUMBER 
In this section we shall introduce a certain modulo two weighted intersection number 
needed to construct our w-invariant. This is defined for immersed Whitney disks associated 
to certain carefully chosen pairs of double points of a link map, and measures to some 
extent the failure of Whitney’s trick in our setting. 
Let f: S:uS? + S4 be a link map where the signs are used to distinguish the two 
components and the spheres are assumed to be oriented. After a small perturbation, one 
may assume that f restricts to a self-transverse immersion on each component. Now for 
each double point p off, we let sign(p) be either + 1 or - 1 according to whether the 
orientation induced by the two sheets passing through p agrees with the orientation of S4 or 
not. Then the sum of sign(p) over all double points p off(S:), known as the self-intersection _ 
number off@: ), is twice of the normal Euler class off(S: ) up to a sign, whose vanishing 
implies that f($ ) has a trivial normal bundle. 
For our purpose, we need to homotop f(S$) in the complement off@?) and then 
homotopf(S?) in the complement off@:) using Casson finger moves to abelianize both 
fundamental groups of the complements off@:) andf(S?) in the 4-sphere, so that these 
groups are isomorphic to Z (see Cl, 81). This is one of our key ingredients which allows us to 
construct immersed Whitney disks for certain pairs of double points of one component in 
the complement of other component. Such a link map will be called an abelian link map. 
Suppose from now on that f: S$uS? -P S4 is an abelian link map. The following 
constructions translate the basic ideas used in studying immersed surfaces in 4-manifolds to 
abelian link maps into the 4-sphere. It should be noticed that many of the terminologies 
used in the present paper coincide with that used by Freedman and Quinn [S], but the 
meanings are sometimes lightly different from theirs. 
Given a double point p off(S:), by an accessory circle for p we mean an embedded circle 
clP inf(S:) which passes through exactly one double point p and changes heets there. The 
absolute value of the linking number of aP withf(S?) is called the n-multiplicity of p and is 
denoted by nP. In the case of nP = 0, the aP is null-homotopic, hence bounds an immersed 
2-disk A, in the complement off (ST) since f is abelian, which is called an accessory disk for p. 
Consider now a cancelling pair (p, q) of double points off (S:); this amounts to saying 
that sign(p) = + 1, sign(q) = - 1, and nP = n4. Label the preimages of p and q by p’, p” and 
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q’, q”, respectively, so that when drawing an oriented arc BP in St joining, for example, p’ to 
p”, the linking number of the resulting oriented accessory circle ap =f(&,) withf(S?) is np. 
Such a labeling is not unique only if nr = 0. Now draw mutually disjoint embedded arcs y’ 
and y” in S: joining p’, q’ and p”, q”, respectively, so that no preimage of double points lies in 
the interiors of these two arcs. Then y =f(y’uy”) is an embedded circle in f(S:) which 
passes through exactly two double points and changes heets there, and its linking number 
with f(S?) is zero. We call such y a Whitney circle for the cancelling pair (p, q), which 
depends clearly on the choice of arcs and in the case of nP = n4 = 0, even on the labelings of 
preimages of p and q. 
Since the link mapf is assumed to be abelian, the Whitney circle y bounds an immersed 
2-disk A in the complement off@?) which meetsf(S:) transversely. Let 4 be any normal 
vector field of y that restricts to a normal vector field of f(y’) in f(S”,) over f(y’) and to 
a normal vector field of both A andf(S:) overf(y”); such a normal vector field exists since 
p and q have opposite sign. If CJ is extendable to a normal vector field of A, then A is called 
a Whitney disk for the cancelling pair (p, q). Not all immersed 2-disks in the complement of 
f(S?) bounded by y are Whitney disks. However, at the cost of introducing more intersec- 
tion points with f(S:), one can make any immersed 2-disk in the complement of f(S?) 
bounded by y into a Whitney disk after a sequence of boundary twisting (or spinning) 
operations [S]. 
Notice that the Whitney disk A may intersect f(S:) in some points, which should 
definitely contain certain information on the failure of Whitney’s trick in our setting. Pick 
now a base point * off(y), and for each intersection point x of A withf(S:), draw an arc in 
f(S:) missing the double points and an arc in A, both of which connect * and x. Then the 
union of these two arcs is a circle disjoint from f(S?). The absolute value of its linking 
number withf(S!.), denoted by m,, is called the m-multiplicity of x. Notice that if the base 
point * is chosen onf(y”), then the m-multiplicity so obtained will be the absolute value of 
m, + nr, and that boundary twistings may introduce only intersection points with m- 
multiplicity 0 or np. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a Whitney disk bounded by a Whitney circle y for a cancelling 
pair (p, q) of double points off(S:). The module two weighted intersection number of A is 
defined to be 
Z,(A) = c (m, + m,nP + nr) E Zz 
x 
where the sum is taken over all intersection points x of A with f(S:) and the nota- 
tion = stands for “equal modulo two”. 
It follows by definition that I,,,(A) is equal to the modulo two number of intersection 
points of A withf(S:) if nP is odd and to that of intersection points with m-multiplicity odd 
if n, is even. In particular, it is independent of one’s choices of base point and arcs used in 
calculating the m-multiplicities of intersection points involved. In what follows, we will see 
that Z,,,(A) depends in fact only on its boundary circle y, so sometimes we intend to write 
I,,,(y) instead of Z,,,(A) and call it the modulo two weighted intersection number of y to 
emphasize the Whitney circle. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A1 and AZ be two Whitney disks which are bounded by the same 
Whitney circle y inf(S:). Then l,,,(A1) = Z,,,(AZ). 
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Proof: Let S be the 2-sphere obtained by gluing the two Whitney disks along y. Then 
S can be pushed off y and be made into an immersed 2-sphere by perturbation. Introducing 
suitable double points locally as in [20], or equivalently, performing a sequence of interior 
twisting operations as in [S], one may assume further that the resulting immersed 2-sphere 
in the complement off@.), still denoted by S, has a trivial normal bundle. Notice that all 
these modifications could be done in such a way that the intersection points of S withf(S;) 
are precisely those inherited from the intersection points of A1 and AZ withf(S$). 
Now extend the resulting immersed 2-sphere S to an immersion h : B + S4 by applying 
Hirsch’s theorem [6] where B is the 3-ball. Then by general position, the preimage in B of 
the intersection point set of h(B) withf(S’ ) + consists of disjoint circles c,? and arcs UC, so 
that each a: connects two preimages of intersection points of the immersed 2-sphere S with 
f(S”,); while that withf(S?) consists of disjoint circles cl. We claim that the modulo two 
number Z,,,(S) defined by 
Z,,(S) = 1 Z&:, c,), 
“,S 
where the linking numbers are calculated in B by first closing up the arcs using arcs in aB, 
vanishes identically. To see this, notice that 
1 Zk(f(S% MC:)) = 1 I&;, c:), 
* r,s 
1 W-(S:), 4~;)) = 1 W:, c;) + 1 W:, c;), 
where the linking numbers on the left-hand sides are calculated in S4. The vanishing of Z,,,(S) 
then follows, since the preimages of h(c:) and h(c;) in St and ST, which are embedded 
circles in S: and S?, bound 2-disks in S: and ST, respectively, and hence the linking 
numbers on the left-hand sides vanish identically. 
In the case where np is odd, Z,(A,) - Z,,,(A,) is the modulo two intersection number of 
S withf(S:), hence vanishes identically. Suppose now that nP is even. Then the modulo two 
m-multiplicities of the intersection points of A1 and A2 withf(S5) are independent of one’s 
choice of base point. In this case, one may calculate 
ZJA,) - Zw(&) = C m, E 1 lk(f(S?),h(a:)) = Z,,,(S) = 0 
x u 
where x runs over all intersection points of S with f(S:) and the linking numbers are 
calculated in S4 by first closing up the a: using arcs in h(B) which are chosen to avoid the 
self-intersection points of the immersed 3-ball h(B) from their interiors. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. cl 
Let p be a double point off(S:) with n-multiplicity zero and let up be an accessory circle 
for p which bounds an accessory disk A,. Then as for Whitney disks, one may define the 
m-multiplicity m, for each intersection point x of A, withf(S:), and hence the modulo two 
weighted intersection umber Z&t,) for A,. A similar argument as above shows that Z,,,(A,) 
depends only on the accessory circle ap, so one may also denote it by Z,,,(a,,). Notice that in 
the case of accessory disks, the m-multiplicity of an intersection point withf(S:) is uniquely 
defined and Z,,,(A,) is just the modulo two number of intersection points with m-multiplicity 
odd of A, withf(S:). 
Now let (p, q) be a cancelling pair with nP = n4 = 0 and let y be a Whitney circle for 
(p, q). Then there is another description of Z,(y) in terms of accessory circles for p and q. To 
describe this, let ap and aq be mutually disjoint accessory circles for p and q which intersect 
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y only at p and q, respectively. Denote by y’ and y” the two arcs in S: so thatf(y’uy”) is the 
given Whitney circle y, and by Ep and Eq the two arcs in S: so that f(&) andf(&,J are the 
given accessory circles ap and aq, respectively. Then the union c of y’, y”, cIp and tlq is seen to 
be an embedded circle in S: . The following reformulation of I&) in terms of Z,,,(a& and 
I,,,(cr,) allows us to conclude in particular that if the Whitney circles are carefully chosen, 
then the modulo two weighted intersection number is independent of one’s choice of the 
labelings of preimages of double points. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If one of the two 2-disks in S”, bounded by c, denoted by D, contains no 
preimage of double points in its interior then I,,,(y) = I,,,(c(,,) + Z,(cr,). 
Proof Let A be a Whitney disk bounded by y, and let A, and A, be accessory disks 
bounded by ap and clq, respectively. Pick mutually disjoint small 4-balls B, and B, in S4 
around p and q, which are chosen to avoid the remaining self- and mutual-intersection 
points, and be disjoint from A, and A,,, respectively. Then the boundary 3-sphere dB,, 
where x is either p or q, intersects f (S:) in a Hopf link H,, and intersects A and A, in two 
arcs 6, and a,, respectively, both of which connect the two components of H,. See Fig. l(a) 
where II, is depicted using four heavy dots and the shaded regions are A, and A. The 
preimages in S’, of the Hopf links HP and Hq are four disjoint embedded circles depicted in 
Fig. l(c); these circles intersect he 2-disk D bounded by c in four arcs which we denote by 
bb, bi, bb and bg, respectively. Now entering the boundary 3-sphere aB,, where x is either 
p or q, one sees that the union of 6,, a,., f (b:) and f (b:) is an embedded circle which bounds 
an embedded 2-disk D, in aB, so that the interior of D, is disjoint from f (S:); see Fig. l(b) 
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Remove now the interiors of BP and B,. Then as shown in Fig. l(d), the union of the two 
embedded 2-disks DP and Dq constructed above, and the remaining parts of A, A, and A,, 
denoted by A, AP, and & respectively, forms a 2-disk 9 in S4. Denote by b the shaded 
2-disk in Fig. l(c). Then it is readily seen that 9 and the embedded 2-diskf(@ in S4 share 
the same boundary circlef(an). Gluing 9 andf(B) together along the common boundary, 
one obtains a 2-sphere S which can be pushed offf(D) without changing the intersection 
points withf(S:), and be made into an immersed 2-sphere with a trivial normal bundle 
after a small perturbation and local homotopies. Since the intersection points of S with 
f(S:) are precisely those inherited from the intersection points of A,, A, and A withf(S?), 
an argument similar to that used in the proof of Proposition 2.2 shows 
Z,(y) - Z,(a,) - 4&q) = L(S) = 0 
where Z,,.(S) is defined as in the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
3. THE LINK HOMOTOPY INVARIANT 
Letf: S: US! + S4 be a link map which restricts to a self-transverse immersion on each 
component. Counting double points of f(S:) with the same non-zero n-multiplicity in 
a signed way, one obtains a sequence of integers each of which turns out to a link homotopy 
invariant. Kirk’s CJ+-invariant is simply a polynomial taking these integers as coefficients, 
and may be defined to be the sum of sign(p)t”p over all double points p of f(S:) with 
n-multiplicity nP > 0. Similarly, by interchanging the roles off@:) andf(S?) in the above, 
one obtains another o_-invariant and Kirk’s full o-invariant is defined to be 0 = (a,, a_). 
Let LM;,2 denote the set of two-component link maps of 2-spheres into the 4-sphere 
modulo link homotopy. Then the connected sum operation is well-defined up to link 
homotopy making LM:, 2 into an abelian group (see Remark 3.7) and the a-invariant 




1 u,t”, “Z b.l”)i”E (%I + b,)n2 = o} 
n=l 
which turns out to be even infinitely generated by Kirk [S]. 
Our aim is to construct a certain link homotopy invariant which may detect link 
homotopy classes in the kernel of Kirks full o-invariant. 
Definition 3.1. Let f: S4 US? -+ S4 be a link map with vanishing e-invariant. Without 
loss of generality, one may assume that f is an abelian link map with vanishing self- 
intersection number on each component. Decompose the double points of f(S:) into 
cancelling pairs and pick for each cancelling pair a Whitney circle. One obtains a collection 
of Whitney circles {yk) which one may assume to be mutually disjoint. The o+-invariant of 
f is defined to be the sum of 1,&J over k. Interchanging the roles off@:) andf(S2) one 
obtains another o--invariant and the full o-invariant is defined to be 
It should be noticed that the single w + -invariant can actually be defined for link maps with 
only vanishing CJ + -invariant. _ 
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We now come to the main result of this paper whose proof will be given in the 
subsequent two sections. 
THEOREM 3.2. The invariant w = (CO+, a) is a well-defined link homotopy invariant 
which induces a homomorphism from Ker CT onto Zz @ Zz. 
We offer now some alternative descriptions of our w-invariant which in most of the 
cases may greatly simplify the computation. Let us first pick a Whitney disk Ak for each 
Whitney circle Yk in Definition 3.1. Then the sum over k of modulo two intersection 
numbers of Ak with f(S$), which is equal to the Arf invariant of the homology class 
[f (S:)] E H2 (S4, Z) g 0 by a result of Matsumoto [17], is identically zero. Denote by r&k) 
the modulo two number of intersection points with m-multiplicity even of Ak withf(S:). 
Then it follows by definition that the o+-invariant is the sum of r&k) over all Whitney circles 
for cancelling pairs with n-multiplicity even. 
One may also define the W.-invariant for a given abelian link map f :S: US? + S4 with 
vanishing o+-invariant without introducing extra double points. Indeed, the double points 
off (5:) with non-vanishing n-multiplicity can always be decomposed into cancelling pairs. 
Pick for each cancelling pair a Whitney circle and for each of the remaining double points 
with n-multiplicity zero an accessory circle. One obtains a collection of Whitney circles {rU} 
and a collection of accessory circles {cl”}. Suppose that all these circles are mutually disjoint. 
Then it follows by Proposition 2.3 that 
Now let r&xv) be defined as for Whitney circles. Then it follows by the discussion in the last 
paragraph that the w+-invariant may alternatively be defined by 
co+ = c I&J,) + 1 E&v) (3.3) 
” 
where the first sum on the right-hand side is taken over Whitney circles for cancelling pairs 
with n-multiplicity even. The usefulness of (3.3) will be seen in Section 5 where explicit 
examples of link maps into the 4-sphere are constructed using the Jin suspension. 
Remark 3.4. It is interesting to notice that Kirk’s u-invariant may be viewed, in a certain 
sense, as being derived from the description of the normal Euler class of an immersed 
2-sphere in terms of double points; while our w-invariant may be viewed as being derived 
from Matsumoto’s description of the Arf invariant of an immersed 2-sphere in terms of 
intersection points with immersed Whitney disks. 
Remark 3.5. It is worth remarking that the term m, + m,n, + nP used in Definition 2.1, 
which is somewhat obscure at first thought, results from an attempt of finding a well-defined 
combination of multiplicities of intersection points and double points, the sum of which 
over Whitney disks is unchanged under Casson finger moves or Whitney moves. This will 
fully be explained by the proof of Proposition 4.2 in the next section. Our w-invariant seems 
to be the only invariant that can be defined in this way. 
Remark 3.6. Both Kirks cr.-invariant and our W.-invariant can be described in terms 
of the universal abelian cover of the complement off (55) in S4; for the case of a+-invariant, 
this is due to Jerome Levine (see [18]). The details will be omitted here. 
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Remark 3.7. Singular link concordance is a natural equivalence relation for link maps 
which generalizes link concordance in the same way as link homotopy generalizes link 
isotopy, and in many cases, the additive inverse of a link map with respect o the connected 
sum operation is known to exist only up to singular link concordance [l 11. In contrast to 
the embedded theory where isotopy and concordance differ greatly, link homotopy and 
singular link concordance define the same equivalence classes in many dimensions; see Lin 
[16] for the case of classical inks in 3-manifolds and Koschorke [IS] for the case of link 
maps in the metastable range. Recently, Peter Teichner announced a result asserting that 
singular link concordance and link homotopy are the same for link maps in codimension 
greater or equal than two. Hence, our o-invariant is in fact an invariant of singular link 
concordance and the connected sum operation makes LM$,2 into an abelian group. 
4. THE LINK HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE 
We prove in this section the first part of Theorem 3.2 and postpone the proof of the 
surjectiveness of our w-invariant in the next section by constructing explicit examples using 
the Jin suspension. To begin with, let us first notice that the w-invariant is additive under 
connected sum by its construction. So what remains is to show that the CD+-invariant, hence 
the o-invariant, is a well-defined link homotopy invariant. The proof will be split into two 
parts to clarify the exposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The o + -invariant is well-dejined. 
Proof: We need to show that the o+-invariant is independent of one’s choices of the 
decomposition of double points into cancelling pairs, the labelings of preimages of double 
points, and the various arcs used in constructing Whitney circles. 
Let us first fix a decomposition of double points off@:) into cancelling pairs (pk, qk), 
and label the two preimages of pk by p;, pi and that of qk by &, qi under the same 
convention as in Section 2. Pick mutually disjoint embedded arcs y; and yi connecting pi, 
4; and pi, qi, respectively, so that no preimage of double points lies in their interiors. Then 
the f(y;uy;) are mutually disjoint Whitney circles. To show that the W.-invariant is 
independent of the choice of these arcs, let 76 and 7; be arcs connecting pi, 4; and p;l’, q;, 
respectively, so that their images underf give rise to another system of mutually disjoint 
Whitney circles. Let the Ak be Whitney disks bounded by the f(y;uy;). Our aim is to 
construct Whitney disks bounded by the f(j$uj$) and to compare their modulo two 
weighted intersection umbers with that of the Ak. For technical reasons, we fix a base point 
* in S: disjoint from all the arcs, and assume that the circles y;u$ and y;u$ immerse both 
self-transversely and transversely in D+ = S”, - *. 
Fix a normal vector field off@+) that restricts to a normal vector field off(&) in Ak 
pointing inwards for each k, identify D, with D+ x 0, and extend the immersionflD+ to an 
immersion F’ of D+ x [ - 1, l] onto a regular neighborhood off@+) using that normal 
vector field in a natural way. Push the interior of each 7; slightly into D+ x [0, l] to obtain 
an embedded arc S;, and let 9’i be an embedded 2-disk in D+ x [0, l] bounded by the 
embedded circle &.u& Similarly, be replacing 7; and 7: by 7; and $, respectively, one 
obtains another immersion F”, and for each k, an embedded arc S; and an embedded 2-disk 
9; in D+ x [0, l] bounded by &u$. The Whitney disk Ak may be modified without 
changing the intersection points withf(S:), so that its boundary is the union of F’(&.) and 
F”(6;). Now it is not hard to check that the union of F’(gk), F”($) and the modified Ak 
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gives rise to a Whitney disk bounded byf($uj$‘) for each k. So what remains is to show 
that the sum over k of the modulo two weighted intersection umbers contributed by F’@k) 
and F”(_$) vanishes identically. The idea is to construct the embedded isks 9; and 9fkN 
using 2-disks in D+, and this will be done by generalizing the Seifert algorithm for 
constructing Seifert surfaces of knots and links. 
To describe this, suppose we are given two embedded arcs y and 7 joining two points 
x and y in D, so that yul;r is a circle immersed self-transversely in D,. We first select 
a sequence x0, . , x, of points on yuy, where x0 = x, x, = y, and for each 0 < i < r, Xi is the 
first intersection point after xi_ 1 which one encounters while travelling from x0 to x, along 
7, so that xi does not lie in the part of y between x0 and xi-l. Fix an orientation of the 
immersed circle yuy, and replace each Xi by two “short-cut” arcs as in 5A4 of Rolfsen [19]. 
One obtains then a collection of oriented circles cl, . . . , c, embedded in D+, which we call the 
generalized Seifert circles. Notice that these circles may intersect each other. Now let 
D 1, . . . ,D, be 2-disks in D+ bounded by cl, . . . , c,. Push these 2-disks slightly into D+ x [0, 11 
without moving points lying on y to obtain a collection of disjoint disks, and connect the 
resulting 2-disks together near the original intersection points x1, . . . ,x,_ 1 with r - 1 
half-twisted strips as in 5A4 of Rolfsen [19]. Then one may check that the resulting is an 
embedded 2-disk 63 in D, x [0, l] whose boundary is the union of y and an arc obtained by 
pushing the interior of 7 off y. For our purpose, it is convenient o pick a spec$c point on 
each of the “short-cut” arcs, and let x and y be the two extra specific points. Then each of the 
generalized Seifert circles constructed above is equipped with exactly two specific points. 
See Fig. 2 where y and 7 are depicted using solid and dashed arcs respectively, and the 
selected points and specific points are depicted using heavy dots. In the case whereffx) and 
S(y) are two double points of f(S:) having the same n-multiplicity, we define the n- 
multiplicity of each generalized Seifert circle or specific point so obtained to be the 
n-multiplicity of f(x) or f(y). 
Now let the embedded isks gk, or $, mentioned before be constructed as for L3 by 
replacing y and $J by yb and j$, or yE and &!, in the above, and reindex all the generalized 
Seifert circles in D+ obtained from the &WY; and the yiuj$ uniformly as {c”}. Denote by D, 
the 2-disk in D, bounded by c, for each u and by Z,(D,,) the modulo two number defined by 
UD,) = 1 (n, + nxnu + Q) E ZZ 
X 
where the sum is taken over all specific points lying in the interior of D,,, and n, and n, are 
n-multiplicities of x and cU, respectively. Notice that the specific points that are not 
preimages of any double point will appear in the above formula in pairs having the same 
n-multiplicity, while the intersection points of f(D,,) with f(S:) are in one-to-one corres- 
pondence with the preimages of double points off@:) lying in the interior of 0,. Since the 
m-multiplicity of an intersection point off(DJ withf(S5) is the same as the n-multiplicity of 
Fig. 2 
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the corresponding specific point lying in the interior of D,, the sum over k of the modulo two 
weighted intersection umbers contributed by F’(gtl;) and F”(g;) is just the sum of Z,,,(D,) 
over u which turns out to be zero. To see this, simply notice that each c, is the union of two 
arcs a, and ii, divided by the two specific points on c,, so that {a,> and {&} are two 
collections of mutually disjoint embedded arcs in D, . It follows that if a specific point on c, 
lies in the interior of D, for some u # u, then either the other specific point on c, also lies in 
the interior of D,, or one and only one of the two specific points on c, lies in the interior of 
0,. Hence, C Z,(D,) = 0 as claimed. 
This shows that the o+-invariant is independent of the choice of mutually disjoint 
Whitney circles if the cancelling pairs and the labelings of their preimages are fixed. Now 
one may conclude further from Proposition 2.3 that the w+-invariant is also independent of 
the labelings of preimages of double points. 
To prove that the o+-invariant is independent of the decomposition of double points, 
let pl, p2, q1 ,q2 be four distinct double points off(S:) having the same n-multiplicity so that 
sign@,) = + 1 and sign(q,) = - 1 for k = 1,2. Let yl, y2, yl, y2 be Whitney circles for the 
cancelling pairs 
(Pi, 41)Y (P2, q2L (PI, q2L (P2341) 
respectively, which are mutually disjoint except at one of the above four double points. 
Then the union of the preimages of these four Whitney circles consists of two disjoint 
embedded circles in S’,. Denote by D’ and D” the two disjoint embedded 2-disks on S”, 
bounded by these two circles. We claim that if D’ and D” contain no preimage of double 
points off(S:) in their interiors then 
L(Y 1) + L(Y2) = LdYd + UY2h 
Assuming this for a moment, one may conclude by a simple argument hat if the Whitney 
circles are carefully chosen, then the sum of modulo two weighted intersection umbers is 
independent of the decomposition of double points into cancelling pairs. Hence the 
w + -invariant is well-defined. 
It remains to prove the claim. For this, let us pick a Whitney disk for each Whitney circle 
and remove the interior of a small 4-ball around each double point. Then an argument 
similar to that used in the proof of Proposition 2.3 shows that the union of remaining parts 
off(D’),f(D”) and four Whitney disks is a 2-sphere with four holes. Capping off the holes 
using four embedded 2-disks in the boundaries of the four small 4-balls constructed as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.3, one obtains a 2-sphere which can be pushed away from the 
remaining part off(D’uD”) and be made into an immersed 2-sphere with a trivial normal 
bundle, so that the intersection points off@:) with the resulting immersed 2-sphere S in the 
complement off(S?) are precisely those inherited from the intersection points off(S:) with 
four given Whitney disks. The result then follows by an argument similar to that used in the 
proof of Proposition 2.2. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The o+-invariant is a link homotopy invariant. 
Proof: To prove the homotopy invariance of w +, notice first that any two link 
homotopic abelian link maps can be connected by a sequence of link homotopies 
which alternatively fix the two components. By introducing suitable double points 
locally and performing Casson finger moves if necessary, one may assume further that each 
of the homotopies in the sequence is a regular link homotopy (link homotopy through 
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immersions) that connects two abelian link maps. So what we need is to show that the a,.- 
invariant is unchanged under regular link homotopy fixing one component. 
Let us fix now an abelian link map f: S: US? + S4 with vanishing self-intersection 
number on its + -component, decompose the double points off(S:) into cancelling pairs, 
and pick for each cancelling pair a Whitney disk so that the boundary Whitney circles of 
these Whitney disks are mutually disjoint. 
To show that the o+-invariant is invariant under regular homotopy off(S?) in the 
complement off(S:), let {A} b e any regular link homotopy fixing the + -component hat 
connects f0 =f to another abelian link map fi where t E Z = [0, 11. Pick a Whitney circle 
y onf(S:), and let A0 and A1 be Whitney disks bounded by y in the complements off&S?) and 
fl(S?), respectively. Denote by F : (S: US?) x I + S4 x I the map defined by F (x, t) =ft(x), 
and by S the 2-sphere in the complement of F(S? x I) in S4 x I obtained by gluing A0 x 0, 
A1 x 1 and y x Z along the common boundaries. Then S can be pushed off y x Z and be made 
into an immersed 2-sphere with a trivial normal bundle, so that the intersection points of the 
resulting 2-sphere with F (S”+ x I) are precisely those inherited from that of A0 and A1 with 
&(S:) andf,(S:), respectively. Now a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 
shows Z,(AO) = Z,,,(A,). It follows that f0 andfi have the same W.-invariant as desired. 
To show that the o+-invariant is invariant under regular homotopy off@:) in the 
complement of f(S?), notice that a regular homotopy of an immersed surface in a 4- 
manifold is a composition of ambient isotopies, Casson finger moves, Whitney moves and 
cusp homotopies. See [S] for pictures and explanations. 
An ambient isotopy off@:) in the complement off@?) does not introduce or remove 
double points off(Sl), and may introduce or remove intersection points of the existing 
Whitney disks with f(S:) in pairs (x, y> so that M, = my. A cusp homotopy in the 
complement of f(S?) may introduce or remove a single double point of f(S:) with 
n-multiplicity zero that admits an accessory disk within a small 4-ball around that double 
point. In both cases, the w+-invariant is easily seen to be unchanged. 
A Whitney move in the complement off(S?) removes a cancelling pair of double points 
off(S:) that admits an embedded Whitney disk disjoint from bothf(S$) andf(S?) in its 
interior. This can be achieved, roughly speaking, by pushingf(S:) across that Whitney disk 
via an isotopy which has support in the normal bundle of a slightly larger embedded isk 
[S]. Since the Whitney disk one uses may be assumed to be among the Whitney disks used 
in calculating the w+-invariant by Proposition 4.1, the o+-invariant is easily seen to be 
unchanged under Whitney moves. It is worth remarking that the o+-invariant remains 
unchanged even if a Whitney move is performed on an immersed Whitney disk. Indeed, 
although a Whitney move in this case may introduce new double points of f(S:), the 
o-,-invariant of the resulting link map is still the same as the previous one, since each 
double point of the immersed Whitney disk will give rise to two new cancelling pairs of 
double points that admit immersed Whitney disks disjoint from the other Whitney disks 
and parallel to each other. 
Suppose that a Casson finger move in the complement of f(S?) does not cross the 
existing Whitney circles. It introduces a new cancelling pair that admits an obvious 
embedded Whitney disk missing bothf(S:) andf(S?) from its interior, and does not affect 
the other Whitney disks. It follows that the w+-invariant remains unchanged in this case. 
Suppose now that a Casson finger move in the complement off(?) crosses a point * on 
a Whitney circle y for an unordered cancelling pair {p, q}. Then modulo an ambient isotopy 
if necessary, one may assume that it removes an intersection point x of the Whitney disk 
_ - 
A bounded by y withf(S: ), and introduces a new unordered cancelling pair {p, q} as shown 
in Fig. 3. This new cancelling pair is seen to admit a Whitney circle 7 that is disjoint from 
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all the existing Whitney circles and bounds an embedded Whitney disk A intersectingi 
in a single point X near p. One may check that the n-multiplicity of p or q is equal to the 
m-multiplicity of X calculated by taking g E 7 as the base point, while the n-multiplicity of 
p or 4 is equal to the m-multiplicity of x calculated by taking * E y as the base point. It 
follows immediately that in this case the o+-invariant is again unchanged. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall construct certain examples to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
For our purpose we shall need a suspension construction of Jin [7] which generalizes the 
one previously used by Fenn and Rolfsen [4]. 
Recall that one of the most effective way for constructing a higher-dimensional object is 
by using a “movie” of certain lower-dimensional ones. In the case of link maps in 
dimension 4, this may be done by using a homotopy between two unlinks. In general, such 
a construction relies heavily on the homotopy one uses. However, it was observed by Jin 
that sometimes uch a procedure may be “normalized” so that it is independent of the 
choice of homotopy and depends only on a certain middle stage link. 
Dejinition 5.1. Let K = K, UK_ be a semi-contractible link the 3-sphere; this amounts to 
saying that K, and K_ are null-homotopic in the complements of K_ and K+ , respectively. 
Typical examples are links with two unknotted components and vanishing linking number. 
Taking the track of a null-homotopy of K, in S3 - K_ and then the track of a null- 
homotopy of K-, one obtains a map of two 2-disks into the northern hemisphere of S4. 
Interchanging the roles of K, and K- , one obtains similarly another map of two 2-disks 
into the sourthern hemisphere of S4. Gluing up componentwisely along the common 
boundaries, one obtains eventually a link map of two 2-spheres into the 4-sphere, which is 
called the Jin suspension of K and is denoted by J(K); see also [S]. 
It is an easy consequence of the asphericity of classical knot complements that the link 
homotopy class of J(K) is independent of one’s choice of null-homotopies [7]. 
Given a semi-contractible link, one may calculate Kirk’s o-invariant of its Jin suspen- 
sion directly from the link itself. Indeed, any null-homotopy of one component of the link 
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(a) 
corresponds to a sequence of componentwise crossing changes, each of which gives rise to 
a double point of its Jin suspension whose sign and n-multiplicity are easily seen from 
a suitable regular projection of the link (see the discussion at the end of Kirk [S]). The same 
is true for our w-invariant, especially in the case of both components of the link being 
unknotted: for then, the Whitney disks may even be found within the 3-sphere. 
We now proceed to construct the examples. Let L be the oriented two-component 
semi-contractible link shown in Fig. 4(a); we have labeled, using signed numbers, the 
crossings on the component L+ which are needed to be changed to make L into the unlink, 
where the sign and absolute value of each signed number are used to indicate, respectively, 
the sign and n-multiplicity of that crossing, and by the n-multiplicity of a labeled crossing we 
mean the n-multiplicity of the corresponding double point of f(L). It should be noticed that 
the signs of labeled crossings on L are either the same, or opposite to that of the 
corresponding double points of J(L), depending on one’s choice of the orientation of the 
ambient 4-sphere. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The link map g = J(L) has a vanishing full o-invariant and a non- 
vanishing full w-invariant being equal to (LO). 
Now interchanging the two components of g, one obtains a link map with 0 = 0 and 
o = (0, 1). Taking connected sum, one obtains a link map with cr = 0 and o = (1, 1). This 
shows that the o-invariant is surjective, completing the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
ProoJ: We show first that the link map g has a vanishing a+-invariant and a non- 
vanishing o+-invariant. To calculate the o+-invariant, notice that L, has one labeled 
crossing with n-multiplicity zero and eight labeled crossings with n-multiplicity one, among 
which, four are positive and four are negative. It follows immediately that the 0 +-invariant 
of g vanishes. To calculate the o+-invariant of g, recall that the link homotopy class of g is 
independent of the order of crossing changes according to which we unknot and unlink L, 
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from L_ in the complement of L_ . Let g be constructed by first changing all the labeled 
crossings on L, with n-multiplicity one to obtain the link L! in Fig. 5(a) and then changing 
the labeled crossing on JY+ with n-multiplicity zero to obtain the unlink. Then the accessory 
circle for the double point corresponding to the labeled crossing with n-multiplicity zero on 
L!+ , depicted in Fig. 5(a) using the dashed circle, is seen to bound an accessory disk that 
intersects L’+, or equivalently g(S$), in two points: one has n-multiplicity zero, the other has 
m-multiplicity one. It follows by (3.3) and the remark following the statement of 
Theorem 3.2 that the link map g has a non-vanishing co+-invariant as claimed. 
We show next that the link map g has both vanishing a--invariant and w--invariant. 
To verify this, notice that the link L is ambient isotopic to the link depicted in Fig. 4(b), 
where as before we have labeled the crossings on L_ which are needed to be changed to 
make L into the unlink. One way to check this is by noticing that both of the two links in 
Figs 4(a) and 4(b) are connected sums of three semi-contractible links and that the 
corresponding semi-contractible inks are equivalent. For example, the links lying below are 
both connected sums of four copies of the Whitehead link, while the links on the right-hand 
parts are two equivalent forms of the link considered by Kirk in Fig. 3 of [9]. It follows 
immediately that g has a vanishing a--invariant. 
To see that the link map g has a vanishing o--invariant, let g be constructed by first 
changing eight labeled crossings on L_ with n-multiplicity one to obtain the link JY in 
Fig. 5(b), then changing simultaneously the two labeled crossings on L’I with n-multiplicity 
two to obtain the link L”’ in Fig. 5(c), and finally changing the labeled crossing on LT’ with 
n-multiplicity zero to obtain the unlink. We calculate first the modulo two weighted 
intersection number of the cancelling pair formed by the two double points of g(S?) 
corresponding to the two labeled crossings on L’I_ with n-multiplicity two. To this end, 
notice that the dashed circle in Fig. 5(b) is a Whitney circle for the cancelling pair in 
consideration. This Whitney circle is seen to bound an immersed Whitney disk in the 
complement of L.‘; that intersects Lt, or equivalentlyf(S!.), in seven points depicted in 
Fig. 5(b), where each of the seven points is labeled by its modulo two m-multiplicity which 
is well-defined since the cancelling pair has an even n-multiplicity (see Section 2). It follows 
that the modulo two number of the intersection points with m-multiplicity even of that 
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Whitney disk with g(S?) is equal to one. Notice that the accessory circle for the double 
point corresponding to the labeled crossing on L’! with n-multiplicity zero depicted in 
Fig. 5(c) bounds an accessory disk that intersects L’lI, or equivalently g(S?), in two points: 
one has m-multiplicity zero, the other has m-multiplicity one. It follows by (3.3) and the 
remark following the statement of Theorem 3.2 that the link map g has a vanishing 
o-_-invariant as desired. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. !Zl 
Remark 5.3. A few words should be addressed on the proof given above. Firstly, both of 
the two components of L are unknotted, so the double points of g(St) and g(S?) are 
precisely those corresponding to the labeled crossings in Figs 4 (a) and (b), respectively. 
Secondly, we have left the crossings unchanged and indicate, using dashed circles, the 
accessory circles and the Whitney circle in Figs 5(a)-(c) by nearby parallel copies having 
vanishing linking numbers to make things clear. One may alternatively think that we have 
pushed each of these circles slightly into a preceding stage of the null-homotopy. Such 
a viewpoint is quite useful in case a Whitney circle is the entire link. 
Remark 5.4. Notice that the ok -invariant is defined whenever the c+ -invariant 
vanishes, and examples are easily constructed of link maps with 0 + = 0 and o + = 1. The 
links in Figs 5(a) and (c) are examples of semi-contractible links, the Jin suspensions of 
which are link maps with g+ = 0, o+ = 1 and (T_ = 0, o_ = 1, respectively. 
Remark 5.5. The link maps constructed in this section give rise to further examples of 
the failure of Whitney’s trick in dimension 4. Indeed, let f: 8: US? + S4 be any link map 
with vanishing (T +-invariant and self-intersection umber, but non-vanishing o + -invariant; 
such a link map may be obtained, for example, by introducing suitable double points to the 
link map g constructed above. Then the usual obstruction to homotopingfJS: in the 
complement off(?) to an embedding is given by c+(t) + G+ (t- ‘), hence vanishes identi- 
cally (see [9, Section 61). However, flSt is not homotopic to any embedding, since the w+- 
invariant is non-zero. It follows that Whitney’s trick fails to work here. Notice that the 
previous examples given by Kirk [9] used link maps with vanishing C.-invariant but 
non-vanishing o--invariant. We show that similar examples exist for link maps with 
vanishing full g-invariant. 
6. FURTHER REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
Recall that a link map f: 8: US? + S4 is a semi-boundary link map if each component 
bounds an oriented singular Seifert manifold in the complement of the other component. If 
the two singular Seifert manifolds are disjoint, then fis called a boundary link map. Notice 
that both of these two classes of link maps have vanishing o-invariant. In [8] Kirk showed 
by using a surgical argument hat boundary link maps are always link homotopically trivial 
in dimension 4 and asked the following question. 
Question 6.1. Is the full a-invariant a complete obstruction to homotoping a link map 
f: S: US? + S4 into a semi-boundary link map? 
By Alexander duality and basic facts from the oriented bordism theory (see [3] for 
example), it is not hard to check that fis a semi-boundary link map if and only if both of the 
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immersed 2-spheres f(St) and f(S’_) have only double points with n-multiplicity zero. 
So it seems true that there should exist semi-boundary link maps with non-vanishing 
o-invariant. However, no such example has been found yet and it is not known 
whether the link map g constructed in Proposition 5.2 is link homotopic to a semi- 
boundary link map, or equivalently, to a link map having only double points with 
n-multiplicity zero. 
There is another interesting class of link maps, namely link maps with one embedded 
component, which have been conjectured to be link homotopically trivial [S] . For such link 
maps, it was known that the a-invariant is identically zero by Kirk [9]. Our o-invariant 
provides considerable vidence that certain counterexamples might exist. 
Question 6.2. Is there a link mapf: St US!. + S4 with one embedded component which 
has a non-vanishing full o-invariant? 
Notice that via the Jin suspension, an invariant of link homotopy for link maps into the 
4-sphere induces in a natural way an invariant for semi-contractible inks in the 3-sphere. In 
the case of Kirk’s o-invariant, it was shown by Jin [7] that the induced invariant is 
equivalent o Kojima’s q-function defined in [lo], hence to Cochran’s derived invariants in 
[2]. The latters are TOP-concordance invariants defined for arbitrary two-component links 
with vanishing linking number. Now by the same construction, our w-invariant will also 
induce a non-trivial invariant for semi-contractible links. It should be interesting to know 
whether and how it is related to other known invariants for links. 
Finally, we ask the following. 
Question 6.3. Is there a link map f: St US? -+ S4 with both vanishing a-invariant and 
o-invariant but which is not link homotopically trivial? 
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